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甲部-隊伍基本資料

Part A - Basic Information

組別編號： 
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4 陳冬兒 Chan Tung Yi
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School / Organization Name:
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中文姓名: 
Name in Chinese:

源皓晴

英文姓名: 
Name in English:

Florence Yuen

帶隊導師資料 Details of Team Advisor 

中文姓名: 
Name in Chinese:

黃詠聰

英文姓名: 
Name in English:

Wong, Anthony Wing-Tsung
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第一部份：項目基本資料 
Section I: Basic Information of Business

(i) 項目名稱 
      Name of Business

(ii) 項目類別 

     Type of products/services

(iii) 項目摘要 (請用不多於 500 字簡介) 
       Executive Summary (Not more than 500 words)

Lit Technology (Lit Tech)

Home Products 

Insomnia has been a very common and serious problem among people worldwide. According to a 
research conducted by the Hong Kong Chinese University, 67.5% of the Hong Kong population 
suffered from insomnia in 2019. However, sleeping is very important as it helps the body to repair, 
recover and grow. Therefore, lack of sleep on a regular basis can put one's health at risk. Hence, 
we should ensure a good quality of sleep. 
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WE are going to help customers to tackle the problem of insomnia in two ways and lead everyone into a new 
era of sleeping.

THE first way is to control external adverse environmental factors. With little land and a huge population in 
Hong Kong, bedrooms could hardly provide a suitable and comfortable sleeping place. Moreover as apartments 
and other land uses are closely packed in the same area, noise pollution as well as light pollution would 
negatively affect citizens’ quality of sleep. In addition, throughout the night, the temperature range varies. 
However, all of the above factors mentioned are key factors to a good quality of sleep. Our system would 
handle the data collected and adjust them to a better level so customers can enjoy a great sleeping experience. 
Emerging technologies would be implemented into pillows and mattresses. Combining with the use of our App 
iLit, both external environmental factors and internal body condition of users throughout sleeping would be 
recorded by our data sensors inside the products. In iLit, customers are able to check and adjust the external 
environmental factors including, temperature, light intensity plus noise to satisfy their own needs or they could 
use the built-in automatic adjusting system. By detecting the environment and the sleeping cycle of users, 
our system is able to adjust different factors automatically to the level that suits users during their rest.

THE second way is to keep track of internal body condition.  Hong Kong is a fast-paced city. From students 
to the working population, all of them bear countless responsibilities, high levels of stress are common among 
them. But stress or different emotions could lead to insomnia which would then further develop other health 
problems. Apart from emotions, wrong sleeping posture or waking up at the wrong time could also lead to low 
quality of sleep. With the help of our app, internal body conditions including heartbeat, sleeping posture, would 
be recorded by data sensors. Our system would send reminders and alerts to users so they can have a deeper 
understanding of sleeping, and we would guide them to develop a healthy sleeping habit in order to increase 
their sleeping quality. 

AS we all know, sleeping is very important and bad sleeping quality could have a negative impact on our health. 
But in this crowded and fast-paced city, the environment and internal body conditions affect our quality of 
sleep. Therefore, we aim to use our newly developed technology to raise people’s quality of sleep so they can 
have enough energy to face a brand new day. 
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第二部份：社會效益 
Section II: Social Impact

(i) 社會需要 (例：社會問題及其嚴重性) (約 300 字) 
Social needs (e.g. social problem and its seriousness) (About 300 words)

Due to the fast-paced lifestyle in Hong Kong, there are a lot of people in Hong Kong suffering from 
insomnia. According to a study from the Hong Kong Chinese University, there are nearly 70% of the 
population suffering from insomnia problems mainly due to large amounts of work and stress from 
their daily life. Common symptoms of insomnia include difficulty in falling asleep, waking up during 
the night, not feeling well-rested after a night’s sleep, having difficulties focusing on tasks and 
memorizing or even depression and anxiety. The normal average sleeping time for an adult is 7-9 hours 
while nearly 40% of people in Hong Kong have an average of 4-6 hours of sleep a day. This kind of poor 
living may lead to chronic insomnia which occur at least three times per week for at least three months. 

Sleep is as important to your health as a healthy diet and regular physical activity. Insomnia causes a lot 
of problems for people in society and it is becoming more and more serious as the people are getting 
higher stress levels. Recently, people also feel stressed due to the pandemic, as they are not allowed to 
go out and gather with friends, students are forced to have online classes without having time to 
socialize with friends in school and employees may have to work from home, creating a large amount of 
stress and lead to mental health problems, and this can also lead to different kinds of insomnia.

Furthermore, people may have poor sleeping habits, such as bad sleeping posture, irregular sleeping 
schedule and using mobile phones right before sleep, these can also cause short-term insomnia. This 
decreases the sleeping quality and the quality of life of HK people.

Sources used:
https://www.have-a-goodnight.h
k/report/ 
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第二部份：社會效益 
Section II: Social Impact

(ii) 項目如何回應上述社會需要及產生社會效益 
(例：紓緩或解決社會問題) (約 300 字)  
How can your business address the above social needs and generate 
positive social impacts (e.g. alleviate/solve the problems?) 
(About 300 words)

Through using Lit Tech, we hope to bring our target customers to a complete relaxed state when they are 
in bed so they can feel relaxed and alleviate or even solve the problem of insomnia. As stated above, a lot of 
people in Hong Kong suffered from insomnia due to stress, heavy workload and poor sleeping habits. Our 
product can improve the sleeping quality of people. Thus they will no longer have difficulties in falling 
asleep and have more energy to work in daytime, as studies have stated that having a good quality of 
sleep can result in various benefits such as boost people’s immune system, strengthen our heart, leading to a 
better mood, increase productivity and improve memory.

Our product is a set of intelligent pillow and mattress that allows the users to have a better quality of sleep 
and can alleviate their stress level. It has functions like playing white noises or soft music to help us sleep 
more easily. It is connected to a specialized application which can reflect your sleeping quality and 
provide recommendations. The app will modify the best sleeping routine for customers to send out 
different signals when it is time for bed or for having some rest. This can solve the problem of having 
insomnia and get people’s sleeping schedules on the right track.
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       (i) 產品/服務簡介 (約 300 字) 
Introduction of Product / Service (About 300 words)

第三部份：項目資料 
Section III: Details of Business

Lit Tech is a technology which can alleviate your stress and improve your sleeping quality. It includes an 
intelligent pillow, intellect mattress, intellect brainwave sensor and a software application - iLit. The 
combination gives you a brand new sleeping experience, as well as providing energy and strength for you to 
face another day of sun. 

For the Mattress and Pillow:
It is made of natural latex and gel memory foam. It contours and moulds to your unique body and head shape 
and its responsive bounce give support and comfort to your body while sleeping. Moreover, it has multiple 
sensors and internal hardware. Like, pressure sensor, temperature and humidity sensor, pulse sensor (heart 
rate sensor), internal speaker, electric heater, particle controller. These detect changes in the environment, 
analyse your sleeping situation and give appropriate responses correspondingly. Examples will be 
discussed in the Application part beneath.

https://slidesgo.com/


For the application - iLit:
It is applicable in both iOS and Android. 

The first page will be Statistics:
It collects and analyses your sleeping habits and 
routine. Then, the app will generate charts and 3D 
model pictures to show you your sleeping condition 
. 

Secondly, it will show your sleeping cycle:
Tracing the stages of your deep sleep, awake 
and sleep. 

Thirdly, it will be a Home Page:
Where your personal information will be 
recorded to design a better sleeping programme 
uniquely. 

For the Brainwave Sensor:
When we think of an action, nerve impulses will be transmitted throughout your brain. The brainwave sensors 
can detect the movement of the electrical messages. The sensor will analyse the signals and give out 
appropriate action and decisions. Hence, it records dreams in your sleep and drafts the storyline in iLit.



The fourth page will be Change:
Whereas you can adjust the 
environment, conditions of your 
pillow and mattress. 

The fifth page will be Songs:
You can play songs or white noises 
through the internal speaker of the 
pillow by selecting the Songs page. 
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Application:
The mattress and pillow will be connected to the brainwave sensor. When we make decisions in our brain, the 
sensor will carry out appropriate actions together. As well as when the sensors detect the environmental 
changes, Lit Tech will react correspondingly. It includes functions as follows:

1. Adjusting firmness of the pillow and mattress:

When you think the pillow or mattress is too hard. You can imagine softening the bed. The thoughts will 
generate electrical messages in the cerebral hemisphere of the brain. The brainwave sensor will detect the 
signals and send messages to the mattress and pillow through Bluetooth. Then, the mattress and pillow will 
adjust its firmness by contracting the particle controllers in it. 

2. Adjusting temperature and light when it is too hot or bright:

Similar to the above techniques, electrical messages will be collected by the brainwave sensors. Signals will be 
sent to Smart Home lights through Bluetooth to adjust the brightness.

3.  Analyse your sleeping cycle and dreams:

Lit Tech can detect the exact moment you fall into sleep and the moment you have sleeping troubles by 
measuring the heartbeat rate by the pulse sensor and measuring the brainwave by the brainwave sensor. It can 
then trace your sleeping cycle and record the information in iLit. As well as, designing waking and sleeping 
alarms for you and playing white noises when you have insomnia. 
Dreams can be detected by brainwave sensors. As electrical messages are generated while dreaming, the 
brainwave sensor can interpret the storyline of your dream and draft it in iLit through bluetooth.

4. Automatic adjustment of Lit Tech

Body temperature and amount of sweat can be detected by the temperature and humidity sensor. When there 
is an increase in temperature and humidity, the cooler of the temperature sensor system will be activated to cool 
down the temperature of the bed. When there is a decrease in the temperature detected by the temperature 
sensor, the heater of the temperature sensor system will be activated to warm the bed.

Sleeping posture can be interpreted by the pressure sensor in the intelligent pillow and mattress. When the 
body lies down on the bed, the body part adds pressure to the sensor. Numerous sensors will be stimulated at 
the same time and the app will draft our sleeping posture with reference to the data collected from the sensor. 
Your sleeping posture will be analysed, advice for better sleeping quality will be provided to correct your 
wrong sleeping posture.
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Add-on products - sleeping pad:
A sleeping pad can be used for at most 1 month. 

It has aroma and herb which helps customers sleep better. All of them are made of organic materials 
and are hypoallergenic. The herbs of the sleeping pad give out fragrance which is able to relax nerves 
and calm your minds. This helps you to avoid insomnia and get better sleep. 

There are two types of the sleeping pad: Stress-relieving and Pain-relieving. 

The stress-relieving sleeping pad 

- contains special herbs that can alter brainwaves and decrease the amount of cortisol (i.e. 
stress hormone)

- promotes mental health. 
- suitable for people who have heavy stress. 

The pain-relieving sleeping pad 

- relieve muscle soreness, headache, cramps. 
- contain herbs can regulate hormones and calm yourselves 
- able to reduce the sensation of pain. 

https://slidesgo.com/
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第三部份：項目資料 
Section III: Details of Business

ii) 產品/服務特色 (約 300 字) 
    Characteristics of Product / Service (About 300 words)

Personalised Programme 
Lit Tech collects all data and designs a unique sleeping programme for you. 

1. Design waking and sleeping alarm after analysis of your sleeping cycle and chosen wake up period.
2. Draft your sleeping posture with a 3D model in iLit after collecting the data from the pillow and 

mattress’ pressure sensor. Analyse your sleeping posture and give advice and recommendations.
3. Adjust the external environment (i.e. light) and pillow and mattress’ conditions (i.e. temperature, 

firmness, play stress-relieving songs) according to your preference and sleeping conditions.
4. Brainwave will be collected by the brainwave sensor and tell you about your own dream through iLit. 

Also, personalising the bed condition according to your preference.

Improve sleeping quality 
Lit Tech improves customers’ sleeping experience in two ways.

1. Controlling external environmental factors 
- connects with smart living (adjust the temperature, light intensity and songs or white noises)
- to provide the best environment for sleeping in a limited area 

2. Keeping track of internal body conditions. 
- our system in iLit would provide recommendations on how to have a better sleep, for example, 
suggesting the correct sleeping posture, advising the best waking and sleeping time according to the 
sleeping cycle

High Technology
Lit Tech’s mattress and pillow involve multiple sensors and internal hardware. For example, pressure 
sensors, temperature and humidity sensor, pulse sensor (heart rate sensor), internal speaker, electric heater and 
particle controller. These sensors and internal hardware can be adjusted by iLit. Personalised Programme will 
be designed by collecting data by both the mattress and pillow and iLit. Functions are automatically 
executed using involved sensors and hardware.

Furthermore, technology like brainwave sensors are also used. To provide records about dreams and even 
storyline can be drafted in iLit. Smarting living is involved as well like connecting furniture (e.g. lights, 
fans,etc) via Bluetooth to allow adjustments to provide a better sleeping environment.
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第三部份：項目資料 
Section III: Details of Business

iii) 業務目標 (約 300 字) 
       Business Goals (About 300 words)

              Short term

We aim to boost our sales especially in the first 3 years of Lit Tech. Promoting our products by social media 
and press to let more people acknowledge our products. Also, to attract different types of investors so as to 
develop our products and services.

By having both physical and online stores, we aim to develop a good reputation and maintain a healthy 
relationship with customers. To provide high-quality products and services, allow them to have satisfactory 
experience in buying and using processes and gain their loyalty. 

                
             Long term 

The ultimate goal of Lit Tech is to alleviate the serious problem of insomnia with our advanced technology, 
thus enhancing people's quality of life and working performance. Mainly helping people with mental and mood 
disorders, physical illnesses, substance abuse, and other sleep disorders to resolve insomnia. Moreover, to 
provide those without insomnia opportunities to have a better sleeping quality and sleeping cycle by analysis 
detailed sleeping habits and providing appropriate environment and method. 

We aim to have 
→ 75% of people with insomnia solve their sleep disorders using our product;
→ 50% of them without insomnia enhance their quality of sleeping.

We aim to collaborate with other businesses such as technology companies, Smart living companies as well as 
hotels etc, to promote Smart living and improving people’s lives with high technology.

We would also plan to update iLit from time to time to increase the suitability of the Personalised Programme 
and develop more functions to let users to have a more detailed analysis of one’s sleeping habits. By the 
continuous development of Lit Tech and iLit , we aim to expand our target market from local to international 
in 5 years, so as to arouse the public's attention that sleeping quality can be ensured by Lit Tech.

https://slidesgo.com/
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第四部份：營銷及市場策略 
Section IV: Sales & Marketing Strategy

(i) 市場定位 (約 200 字) 
Market Positioning (About 200 words)

We have a high-tech, professionally specialised, high-quality and innovative brand image.

Our product aims at improving one’s sleeping quality by our newly invented and exclusive technology.
These technologies which are uncommon in Hong Kong are developed by our employed specialised 
researchers who have in depth understanding and knowledge towards technology, metal health and physical 
health. We create innovative ideas by combining technology with  pillow, mattress and other furniture.

In Hong Kong, people pursue a high living standard. Meanwhile, they have heavy stress due to the hectic urban 
city life which causes sleeping trouble. According to Sleep Cycle’s data analysis (1), Hong Kong citizens have 
the worst sleeping qualities among Mainlanders and Taiwanese. Majority of Hong Kong citizens slept after 
00:30 due to heavy workload, stress, and insomnia. As well as sleeping less than 7 hours a day. It is necessary 
to solve this problem to improve one’s mental health. 

Sources used:
https://hk.appledaily.com/local/20150419/3
6EVOP5SBLZYVUMAKJE5VQU5WQ/
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At the same time, Lit Tech is able to improve one’s sleeping quality and enhances personal quality 
of life. Lit Tech would be affordable for middle-class and improve their lives significantly. 

After we have met 70% of our sales projection in the first three years, we would branch out our 
business to the globe. We targeted our business in more economically developed cities, e.g. USA, 
Japan, Singapore whereas citizens there would like to pursue better quality of life and have the ability 
to afford Lit Tech.

Positioning map of our brand

High tech

High Price

Low Tech

Low Price

https://slidesgo.com/
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第四部份：營銷及市場策略 
Section IV: Sales & Marketing Strategy

(ii) 主要顧客對象 (約 200 字) 
Target Customers (About 200 words)

People suffering from insomnia (mainly Hong Kong people in the first three years) 

- the age group around 25-44 is our main target customer because they experience the highest 
rate of insomnia when compared with other age groups 

- They may be facing different stress in daily life and can’t have a good sleep. Therefore they 
really need our product to help them recharge and have enough energy to face a brand new day

- Also they have the highest median household income according to statistics of government so 
they have greater ability to purchase our products.

People who pursue a high living standard

- Many people in Hong Kong have high income so they have the ability to pursue a higher 
living standard, which they hope to have a better sleeping quality. 

- Our products can evaluate their sleeping posture and sleeping quality and give them 
recommendations. This can give them the best quality of sleep and have a better lifestyle. 

https://slidesgo.com/
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Strengths:
- Lit Tech provides new developed products 

using high technology to solve insomnia.
- Lit Tech can analyze the data automatically 

and design a Personalised Programme 
which can mostly satisfy user’s wants.

- Long-lasting and trustworthy relationship 
between customers and Lit Tech as we 
provide maintenance services and sustainable 
development of iLit functions.

- We recruit professional researchers to 
develop advanced technology and combine 
them with our products

Weakness:
- The cost of Lit Tech is high which results in a 

narrow target customer group and makes 
customers underestimate the product’s value.

- Usage of high technology may not be 
accepted by some traditional minded 
customers.

- Lack of manufacturers of hardwares and 
sensors’ raw material due to high and new 
technology. Which may lead to expensive 
expenditure.

- Have to carry out many researches to test the 
products which adds expenses to the firm. 

- Skills shortage within the local industry and 
academy which leads to lack of manpower.

Opportunities:
- Enjoy the first-mover advantage. There are 

not many competitors in the market, as Lit 
Tech is something new and other companies 
that make pillows or mattresses have not 
developed this kind of technology.

- Since Lit Tech is a new technology and we 
can have different collaborations, like HKT 
smart living service where we can allow the 
mattress to connect with the smart living 
system or we can collaborate with different 
hotels in Hong Kong that can allow them to 
use our mattress to let more people know this 
new product.

- More and more people are suffering from 
insomnia due to large amount of stress in 
their daily life and we hope to find a way to 
alleviate the problem.

- Market size is huge as around 5100000 
Hong Kong people have insomnia where the 
age group 25-44 has the highest rate of 
having trouble falling asleep. Also, according 
to the median household income, this group 
of people also has the highest income among 
other age groups. This shows that our product 
is highly demanded and we have a lot of 
potential customers. 

Threats:
- Due to the pandemic, Hong Kong faces an 

economic instability which slows down the 
pace of consumption habits, and 
discourages customers to buy our product. 

- Our new technology might be copied by 
others 

- Increasing companies is developing similar 
technologies which will intensify market 
competition 

(iii) SWOT 分析 (約 500 字) 
SWOT Analysis (About 500 words)

第四部份：營銷及市場策略 
Section IV: Sales & Marketing Strategy
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第四部份：營銷及市場策略 
Section IV: Sales & Marketing Strategy

(iv) 營銷渠道 (約 200 字) 
       Sales Channels (About 200 words)

Direct-to-customer

Lit Tech mainly sells its products in physical stores in order to provide tryout service. To let the customer have a 
trial on the functions(e.g. sensors) and  provide sample outlook of iLit. We would open three branches in Hong 
Kong Island, Kowloon, New territories respectively in the first few years and expand to all over the world 
eventually.

Customers can also visit the Lit Tech website to read information about products detail and preview. Order can be 
placed through the website and can edit their details of delivery service at any time. Feedback is collected on the 
website and customers leaving comments can receive discounts in purchase of Lit Tech’s newly developed 
functions.

By both physical and online stores, Lit Tech can communicate with its customers in any situation so as to meet 
their needs fully and build a reliable relationship with them.

Lit Tech will promote both stores by physical advertisements (e.g bus stop) and online advertisements (e.g social 
media like YouTube,Facebook,etc).  By the affection of social media, we can build a strong brand name and attract 
more customers and let them be aware of our willingness to contribute in improving their sleeping quality and 
habits.

Business-to-business

Lit Tech will also sell the mattress and pillow to Smart living companies. Smart living companies can sell their 
products, e.g. Smart lights, Smart furniture and services, e.g. one-stop solutions for home's automation and network 
needs, with our mattress and pillow in part of them. Our mattress and pillow adopt high technology like multiple 
types of sensor and internal hardware, through the collaboration with Smart living, the environment can be adjusted 
according to the personalized programme designed by iLit, so as to improve customers’ sleeping quality to the best. 

For the benefits of Lit Tech, collaborating with Smart living companies can expand our market to customers who 
have interest in Smart living. Also, to create a more stable approach to earn revenue.

https://slidesgo.com/
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第四部份：營銷及市場策略 
Section IV: Sales & Marketing Strategy

(v) 宣傳方法 (例：Facebook/Instagram /上架費) (約 200 字) 
      Promotion Method (e.g. Facebook/Instagram/ Listing Fee) (About 200 words)

Social Media (for teens/younger generation)
- Run advertisements and set up official accounts on social media such as instagram, 

facebook, etc, because nowadays, people spend hours on phones and social media. This 
would increase our brand’s exposure to potential customers

- Send samples and collaborate with KOLs as they have high influence online. They are highly 
trusted by their followers so after their followers noticed them sharing our product, those 
followers might decide to give our product a go  

- A sleep-better-challenge would be held on social media. Customers could share their 
sleeping data with everyone to compete who has the best quality of sleeping during the 
month. The champion would receive our coupons and add-on products as their prize. This 
could help to promote our brand at a low cost while this could also turn good sleeping quality 
into a trend. 

- As our brainwave sensor could detect nerve impulses, dreams of customers during their sleep 
could be recorded in our app. We would hold a competition to allow users to share their 
interesting dreams. The person who has the most interesting dream will receive a prize. This 
kind of competition is rare and would attract different media to broadcast us, this could help 
us promote our brand at low cost and also have more interactions with our customers.
 

             Press/News

- Invite experts to share their clinical experiences and professional opinions on our product to 
show the credibility of our pillow and mattress. Potential customers will have higher trust in 
our product and might be willing to try. 

Sourced used: https://www.asiapacdigital.com/digital-marketing-insight/hk-digital-marketing-2020 
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第四部份：營銷及市場策略 
Section IV: Sales & Marketing Strategy

(vi) 銷售預測 (首三年) (約 200 字) 
Sales Projection (First 3 years) (About 200 words)

1st year 2nd year 3rd year

Expected sets of Lit Tech 
to be sold in each year 
(Revenue)
Each set costs 8500 HKD

1,277 sets 
($10,854,500 )

1885 sets
($40,100,000 )

2481sets 
($21,084,250 )

iLit (App) 
Subscription fee (one-time 
payment)
30 HKD 

1277 users 
(38310 )

1885 users
(56550 )

2481 users
(74430 )

Add on product - Sleeping 
pads 
(revenue)
Each pad costs 50 HKD

5475 pads
(273750 )

9125 pads
(456250 )

14600 pads
(730000 )

Main product : Lit Tech (mattress+pillow+brainwave sensor)
Side product: iLit (App)
Add on product: Sleeping pads

A mattress could be used for a very long time, it's difficult to have regular customers if we just sell Lit Tech. 
Therefore, we also provide sleeping pads as our add on product so a stable revenue could be generated each 
year. 

* Currency used is HKD

https://slidesgo.com/
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1st Year (product newly introduced)

- Lit Tech is too new that it may not be well accepted by the public
- Mainly focus on promotion
- Around 3-4 customers willing to try this new product each day 
- Sales revenue generated may not be high enough to cover the expenses for R&D at first
- more effort would be put in promotion so our product would be exposed to more potential buyers 

in the future. 

2nd Year

- Feedback from the first batch of users are received in order to modify our product
- Goodwill for our brand is established by positive comments from customers
- More customers trust our brand
- Sales would increase sharply, around 5 sets of Lit Tech could be sold each day locally
- Promotions attract overseas customers to purchase Lit Tech (5 sets would be sold each month)

3rd Year (maturing and entering into a new phase)

- Lit Tech has been exposed to a lot of people (due to promotions in last two years)
- Other brands might adapt the success of us 
- More unique and outstanding features will be added to Lit Tech in order to differentiate from 

other brands
- Sales might not increase as much as the rate of last year
- 6-7 sets of our product could be sold each day locally, and 9 sets of Lit Tech are estimated to be 

sold to overseas
- Hong Kong still has a huge market for sales (around 70% of people suffer from insomnia and a 

lot of them have the ability to afford Lit Tech)
- High revenue generated from sales allow the company to extend and establish new branches in 

Hong Kong
- Lit tech would eventually be all the rage in the coming years. 

01

02

03
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  第五部份：財務 (請列明各項明細) 
Section V: Finance (with Cost Breakdown)

(i) 公司成立成本 
Startup Cost 

* Currency used is HKD

Equipment and Furniture:

Office
Office equipment (e.g. printer, desks and chairs, 
second-hand telephone) 

Below $3,000

Office desk + chairs set*10 $300*10
= $3000

LED light*5 $10*5
=$50

Computers*10
(Microsoft Surface Laptop 3)

$7,388*10
=$73,880

Shop
- digital screen*2
- LED light*5
- Cashier counter 
- second-hand phone

Below $15,000

Stationary $300

Rent:

Office - San Po Kong (1096 feet)
$15124

Shop:
TheOne, Tsim Sha Tsui (1201 feet)

$60,000
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Wages and salaries

Office assistant 
$10,000

Admin Clerk*5 $15,000*5
=$75,000

Sales assistant*5 
=20,000*5
= $100,000 

Business Registration Certificate (3-year) + Branch Registration Certificate (3-year) $3,950+$866
= $4,816 

Patent $508 

Renovation:

Office - repaint floors and walls
(Assisted with owner’s friends)

N/A

Shop - shop interior design
Around $1,000,000
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Inventory: Lit Tech*500                                                                     TOTAL: 2,914,690 $5,829.38 per set

Lit Tech Set
Pillow and mattress:

Material around $500*500 
= $250,000

UNEO pressure sensor*50 $49*50
=$2,450

temperature and humidity sensor and controller
Invention by specialised researchers

R&D: 
$100,000 

Wages for Specialised 
Researchers*10:
=200,000*10
=$2,000,000 

hardware: $50*500 
=$125,000 

pulse sensor $107*500 
= $53,500 

customise internal speaker Around $50*500 
= $25,000

particle controller 
Invention by specialised researchers

R&D: 
$1,000,000 

Wages for Specialised 
Researchers:
=200,000*10
= $2,000,000 

hardware: $500*500 
= $350,000 

Bluetooth $55*500 
= $27,500 
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Brainwave sensor Collaboration with UNICORN to invent R&D: 
$1,000,000 

Hardware: $2,000*500 
= $2,000,000 

iLit App Submission Fee 250+990 
= $1,240 

R&D $80,000 

Add-on products - Sleeping 
Pad*500

Pad covers’ materials 10*500
=$5,000 

materials for aromatherapy and stress, pain relieving - 
Herbaceous plant

15*500
=$7,500 

Total: $4,287,868

Sources used :
https://m.house730.com/rent-property-2620047.html
http://www.primeshop.com.hk/zh/brochure/the-one-3270759.html
https://intdesign.com.hk/CN/index#blog
https://hk.indeed.com/m/jobs?q=%E8%8C%B6%E6%B0%B4%E6%B8%85%E6%BD%94%E5%93%A1
https://hk.jobsdb.com/hk/search-jobs/administration-clerk/1 
http://www.salaryexplorer.com/salary-survey.php?loc=97&loctype=1&job=672&jobtype=3
https://www.uneotech.com/web/product/product_in.jsp?pdid=PD1607914673653&dmid=DM1598323840134
 https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07111-8
 https://www.taiwaniot.com.tw/product/å¿ƒè·³è„ˆæ��è„ˆè¡�æ„Ÿæ¸¬å™¨å¥—ä»¶-arduino-pulse-sensor-ä¸ åœ‹å‰¯å» 
ç›¸å®¹æ�¿/ 
https://sunrise-trading.com/product-category/speakers/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07111-8
 https://www.hktvmall.com/p/H6184002_S_AC1235
 https://www.unicorn-bi.com/product/unicorn-hybrid-black/
https://support.google.com/googleplay/android-developer/answer/9859152?hl=en
https://www.goodbarber.com/blog/how-to-publish-your-app-on-google-play-and-the-app-store-a107/
 https://www.ird.gov.hk/eng/pdf/brfee_table.pdf
https://www.ipd.gov.hk/chi/forms_fees/patents.htm
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https://hk.jobsdb.com/hk/search-jobs/administration-clerk/1
http://www.salaryexplorer.com/salary-survey.php?loc=97&loctype=1&job=672&jobtype=3
https://www.uneotech.com/web/product/product_in.jsp?pdid=PD1607914673653&dmid=DM1598323840134
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07111-8
https://www.taiwaniot.com.tw/product/%E5%BF%83%E8%B7%B3%E8%84%88%E6%90%8F%E8%84%88%E8%A1%9D%E6%84%9F%E6%B8%AC%E5%99%A8%E5%A5%97%E4%BB%B6-arduino-pulse-sensor-%E4%B8%AD%E5%9C%8B%E5%89%AF%E5%BB%A0%E7%9B%B8%E5%AE%B9%E6%9D%BF/
https://www.taiwaniot.com.tw/product/%E5%BF%83%E8%B7%B3%E8%84%88%E6%90%8F%E8%84%88%E8%A1%9D%E6%84%9F%E6%B8%AC%E5%99%A8%E5%A5%97%E4%BB%B6-arduino-pulse-sensor-%E4%B8%AD%E5%9C%8B%E5%89%AF%E5%BB%A0%E7%9B%B8%E5%AE%B9%E6%9D%BF/
https://sunrise-trading.com/product-category/speakers/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07111-8
https://www.hktvmall.com/p/H6184002_S_AC1235
https://www.unicorn-bi.com/product/unicorn-hybrid-black/
https://support.google.com/googleplay/android-developer/answer/9859152?hl=en
https://www.goodbarber.com/blog/how-to-publish-your-app-on-google-play-and-the-app-store-a107/
https://www.ird.gov.hk/eng/pdf/brfee_table.pdf
https://www.ipd.gov.hk/chi/forms_fees/patents.htm
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  第五部份：財務 (請列明各項明細) 
Section V: Finance (with Cost Breakdown)

(ii) 預計每月支出 
Expected Monthly Expenditure

Advertisement
(Instagram+ Facebook+KOL posts/video)

$20*50+25*30+ 
400000
$401,750 

Insurance 

$6,000

Tax 8.25% from net profit

Rent (office+shop) $901,500 

Salaries (sales assistance) $15000*5
=$75,000 

Miscellaneous expenses  
(electricity,water,stationery,etc)

$30,000 

R&D costs $2,000,000 

Freight cost $10,000 

* the currency used is HKD
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  第五部份：財務 (請列明各項明細) 
Section V: Finance (with Cost Breakdown)

(iii) 預計收入 
      Expected Income 

Sales of the Lit Tech set
(estimated average sales of 7 sets per day)

$8500*1277 sets
= $10,854,500 

Subscription of application for people who bought 
the product

$30*(3*365)
= $32,850 

Bedsheets (add on products ) $50*(15*365)
= $273,750 

* the currency used is HKD
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  第五部份：財務 (請列明各項明細) 
Section V: Finance (with Cost Breakdown)

(iv) 集資來源 
      Funding Sources

Capital contribution from partners 1,500,000*3
= $4,500,000 

Hong Kong Cyberport Management Company 
Limited Funding Scheme

$100,000 

Research Talent Hub For Technology Companies 
Conducting R&D Activities in Hong Kong

$128,000 for 4 researchers each month
Total for the year =$1,536,000 

Bank Loan $500,000 

Business Angels $100,000 

* the currency used is HKD
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  第五部份：財務 (請列明各項明細) 
Section V: Finance (with Cost Breakdown)

(v) 三年財務預測 
Financial Projection in 3 years

Lit Tech
Income Statement for the years ended 31 December

                                                                        2020           2021          2022
                                                                        $                 $                $

Sales                                                                                       10854500   16022500  21084250

Less: Cost of Goods Sold                                                         7637535   11308925   14975230
Gross Profit                                                                               3216965    4713575     6109020
Other revenue (App+Add on products)                                       312060      512800       804415
Less: Expenses

Wages and salaries                                                           438000     582000       872000
Rent                                                                                  901500      901500    1381500
Advertising                                                                       640000     730000       850000
Insurance                                                                            2000         2000           2000
Miscellaneous expenses                                                     25000       30000        35000
R&D costs                                                                       2000000    2500000    2700000
Freight out                                                                         10000        15000       20000

Profit before tax                                                                         (487475)       465875   1052935
Less: taxation                                                                                         0        38435        86868
Profit after tax                                                                            (487475)       427440     966067

           

* the currency used in the statement is HKD
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第六部份：風險管理 （請列舉營運期間可能面對的風險及相關
應變計劃） 
Section VII: Risks Management (Predicted risks and 
respective contingency plans

Risk for investment of high technology

For the investment of the product, the inventions may not be successful at first and the budget injected will be 
wasted. 

→ Contingency plans: 
We can seek assistance from the professionals who specialize in the arena to reduce costs of inventions. 
Better planning will be held before carrying out experiments.

Risk for loss due to pandemic and newly-introduced products

For the purchase of the product, due to the pandemic and economic recession, the number of people buying our 
product would be less as they prioritise the basic necessities rather than improving their  sleeping quality. Also, 
due to this is a new product for improving sleeping quality in the market which may not be well-accepted by 
customers at first and needs a longer period of time to promote it to our potential customers and find investors.  
Therefore, the company may suffer from continuous loss in the first few years. 

→ Contingency plans: 
By reducing the loss, we will have better decisions in promotion so as to attract customers. We will brainstorm 
different methods of promotion to attract various types of investors, e,g better cost control. We will also 
ensure our service and products are well-functioned and high-quality to solicit business.

Risk for possibility of errors

For the application, the application may crash or have system error. For the mattress and pillow, the sensor may 
be not functioning. 

→ Contingency plans: 
We can set aside an amount of money to provide maintenance and repairment for customers. Before that, we 
will make up guidelines and provide training to make sure the application, mattress and pillow are checked 
and ensure their capability.
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- The End -
Thank You!


